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Introduction
The promise of smart factories to reduce production downtime, optimize manufacturing system efficiency, and improve
product design is fueling enthusiasm and driving investment in numerous industrial automation projects. Many
companies, industry consortiums, and even some national governments have Industry 4.0 initiatives underway to refine
and accelerate the realization of the smart factory vision. It will be critical for these innovative manufacturing systems to
be designed and built from the ground up with security in mind. Otherwise, the broad connectivity of the smart factory
invites system risk by exposing new attack vectors, while the networked system of systems architecture exponentially
raises the potential impact of vulnerabilities.
For Industry 4.0 to succeed, smart factories will need to be made secure by design. Security concerns should guide
decisions from the earliest stages and through the full development lifecycle. The cyber-physical manufacturing systems
in a smart factory must be assembled from secure components at all system levels in order to safeguard the Industry
4.0 architecture. Further, it will be essential for engineering teams to possess the expertise and be equipped with
the resources, such as static analysis and other modern testing tools, that will be needed to discover and mitigate
vulnerabilities.

Background on VDC
VDC has been covering the embedded systems market since 1996 and the use
of lifecycle management solutions since 2000. Data supporting discussions in
this paper is based on findings from VDC’s most recent Software and System
Development Survey. This survey, capturing the input from 619 engineers, offers insight into leading business and
technical trends impacting engineering organizations as well as the best practices implemented to address them.
The respondents are directly involved in software and systems development across a range of industries including
automotive, aerospace and defense, telecom, medical, industrial automation, and consumer electronics, among others.
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Industry 4.0 Introduces the Smart Factory
Cyber-physical systems bring the Smart Factory to life
Research projects around the globe are now investigating and promoting the Industry 4.0 vision that joins together
cyber-physical manufacturing systems, analytics, and the Internet. Smart factories are the key element of the Industry
4.0 framework. In a smart factory, intelligent cyber-physical systems are connected over the Internet to enable realtime collaboration and data sharing between manufacturing systems, IT backend systems, and humans. Advances in
computing power, network latency and efficiency, as well as the availability of low cost sensor technologies continue to
increase the feasibility and affordability of building smart factory systems.
Described as the fourth industrial revolution, expectations for Industry 4.0 are extremely high. Proponents expect smart
factories to deliver a host of benefits to the accuracy, efficiency, and safety of modern manufacturing. Bringing the IoT
into the factory environment is empowering early users to save time and money by conducting remote monitoring,
predictive maintenance, and lean material ordering. However, when looking beyond the considerable hype it’s clear
that linking industrial systems is not a new concept. The connected factory floor has existed for quite some time. The
difference is that rather than point-to-point machine connections to facilitate a few automated deterministic actions,
the depth and breadth of connectivity extends much further in the Industry 4.0 framework. The goal for connectivity in
the smart factory is to join most, if not all, of the cyber-physical manufacturing components and backend IT systems
to the Internet, creating a system of systems. The resulting interconnected network can then be empowered to make
decentralized or autonomous decisions.

Risks too high — impacts too severe to not fix security
The race to deploy IoT systems is fueling rapid growth in embedded system complexity and connectivity requirements
across all industries. Demand for new, innovative applications that must be developed within ever-shorter project
timelines is encouraging embedded engineering teams to increasingly rely on software to deliver system functionality.
The growth in embedded software code bases as engineering teams try to meet these new challenges and incorporate
new technologies raises the chance that security vulnerabilities will be introduced. At the same time, the need to more
frequently expose systems to the Internet is greatly increasing the potential scope of any such failure. The realization
that an increasing portion of customer interactions and corporate value is tied to Internet-connected applications is now
encouraging more embedded OEMs to reevaluate the importance of addressing software and system security.
Results from VDC’s Software and Systems Development survey
illustrate that the understanding of security’s criticality in embedded
systems is broadly recognized and rising. In 2014, 37.4% of
engineers rated security on their current project as very or extremely
important (6 or 7 on a 7-point Likert scale). By 2016, that percentage
grew to 46.1% as more embedded systems under development
needed to be exposed to the Internet. Going forward, we expect the
frequent examples of well-publicized and damaging bugs, hacks,
and large-scale software-driven product recalls will encourage even
more engineering teams to recognize the high level of importance of
embedded system security.
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Action trails awareness
Unfortunately, action to prevent or mitigate vulnerabilities is not rising in parallel with the increasing awareness of the
potential impact from security failures. In 2016, there were still no security measures applied in almost a quarter of
embedded development projects—at times, even when the importance of security is recognized. VDC identifies this
gap between recognition security risks exist and any actions taken in response to prevent vulnerabilities as the Security
Critical Gap.
A diminishing percentage of embedded engineers view security as having no importance to their current project. But
as understanding of the need to address security has grown, more engineers recognize that their organization has
not taken steps to address any such potential issues. Growth in awareness is currently outpacing the application of
mitigation efforts—consequently, the Security Critical Gap has increased over the past few years.
Exhibit 2: How Important is Security to Your Current Project and What Actions Taken in Response
– Embedded Market
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In the Industrial Automation and Control (IAC) industry, where many smart factory projects are now underway, the
Security Critical Gap is even larger than in the overall embedded market. Many IAC systems include safety-critical
applications. Failure to mitigate vulnerabilities in these environments not only threatens to dampen enthusiasm and
discourage investment for Industry 4.0 projects, but also can have fatal and major liability impacts.
Besides organizations that have not taken any actions to address security, there is further risk from those applying
incomplete or flawed prevention and mitigation efforts. All too often, uncertainty about the best practices for addressing
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security results in teams applying security measures only late in the development lifecycle. Still other companies
administer inadequate half-measures, addressing security for only a portion of system components or development
stages.

Exhibit 3: How Important is Security to Your Current Project and What Actions Taken in Response
– Industrial Automation Market
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Extending connectivity brings opportunities and challenges
OEMs developing and deploying the cyber-physical manufacturing systems for Industry 4.0 applications need to reevaluate their security practices. Rather than using incomplete solutions or remedies patched-on late in the development
process, efforts to prevent vulnerabilities must start early in the planning stages. Smart factories should be secure by
design—with security considerations guiding strategic decisions across the full development lifecycle. These secure
systems need to be assembled from components with security capabilities already built-in. Furthermore, OEMs should
increase investment in commercial development tools and training to ensure their engineering teams have the resources
and expertise to build secure systems.
Engineers developing embedded systems for IAC applications already face a myriad of challenges. Projects, especially
those in safety-critical environments, often face software process-standard mandates. As IAC systems increasingly
rely on software to provide device functionality, the size and complexity of code bases are escalating—resulting in the
need to incorporate more code from third parties. Now, mirroring a trend in the overall embedded market, the IoT is
factoring into an increasing percentage of IAC engineering project plans. It is clear from VDC Software and Systems
Development survey results that the IoT is no longer a trend for tomorrow. Many organizations are already transforming
their products today—an extraordinary shift when considering the typical rate of change in the industrial and overall
embedded markets.
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Exhibit 4: IoT Progress and Importance in Embedded and Industrial Automation
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Regrettably, many OEMs are ill prepared for these new market demands. The need to incorporate IoT components
in development projects is challenging the existing skill-sets of their engineering teams. Long operational lifespans of
some embedded systems, such as those commonly found in manufacturing environments, add another difficulty—many
devices that lack security features because they were originally designed to operate in isolation are now being exposed
to the Internet.
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Better processes and tooling needed
While software quality has always been an essential area of focus for embedded system design, commercial test
tool use rates by engineers remain far too low. The importance is even higher in safety-critical industries, such as
IAC, where software quality issues can have dire consequences. However, use of most automated test tool types in
these applications are even less common than in the overall embedded market. The IoT is now opening up a broad
range of new business opportunities and solutions like the smart factory. Unfortunately, the introduction of connectivity
can unearth new vulnerabilities and magnify any existing software quality issues. Organizations planning to develop
connected manufacturing systems first need to ensure their development processes have a requisite level of rigor.
Increasing the use of automated testing tools, starting in the early stages of software design, can help their engineering
teams prevent many common coding errors and security weaknesses.
Test tools can also play an important role in helping teams maximize development efficiency by finding bugs,
vulnerabilities, and integration issues early in the software design process when the time and expense required to fix
them are the lowest. In 2016, 42.7% of engineers in IAC reported their current project was behind schedule. Adding
connectivity and new functionality for IoT applications is increasing their software content creation requirements—further
exacerbating on-time schedule performance. Many IAC engineering teams will need to increase the use of third-party
code to help meet their rising content and schedule demands. The limited internal expertise for providing connectivity
will further incentivize companies to look outside of their organizations for these software resources. The low existing
use-rates of static analysis and binary analysis—tools that can help in the code acceptance process—suggests many
IAC engineering teams are not yet following best practices for third-party code use.
Exhibit 5: Types of Tools Used on Current Project in Embedded and Industrial Automation
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For many engineering teams, security still remains an afterthought, even in organizations already using automated
test tools. VDC Software and Systems Development survey results show that use of test tools specifically focused on
discovering and mitigating security vulnerabilities (see IAST, SAST, and DAST in exhibit #5) are especially infrequent.
For smart factory applications projects to be successful, embedded OEMs will need to respond to the new challenges by
implementing more structured development practices that include more frequent use of automated test tools to ensure
software quality needs are met.

Secure systems need a solid foundation
Exhibit 6: Security Needs To Be Addressed At All System Levels

Application
Virtualization

OS

Firmware & Hardware

Often security mitigation or prevention efforts are only considered at the application level. But a secure system cannot
be built on top of insecure components. Choices made at all levels can impact the vulnerability of an overall embedded
system. Failure to consider potential risks below the OS, at the processor and firmware level, can leave devices susceptible
from difficult-to-detect threats like rootkits and advanced persistent threats (APT). Likewise, favoring familiarity over
security in the choice of operating systems may result in the use of an inherently less secure commercial OS, rather than
a more fully security-tested real-time operating system (RTOS). Incorporating a hypervisor allows engineering teams to
build systems running separate instances of operating systems. Such designs can include both a security-enhanced OS
to handle critical features and less secure but more flexible OS for other functions. However, the resource-constrained
nature of industrial systems oftentimes hinders the use of virtualization.
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Designing Security into Smart Factories
Building secure cyber-physical systems starts with selecting the right components and implementing the best practices.
The old IT practice of addressing security concerns by merely applying a patch, like antivirus software, on top of a
system’s application after development is insufficient. A smart factory security solution will only be as strong as the
weakest link. Security considerations need to guide design choices for all of the components in system and across the
full development process.
Even when vulnerability prevention and mitigation influence decisions for all new components in an industrial system
design, the reality is that the intelligent, connected manufacturing systems of a smart factory are a system-of-systems
architecture. Due to budget realities and long life spans of many manufacturing components, truly greenfield environment
projects are exceedingly rare. Much more often, smart factory projects will be a brownfield environment containing a
heterogeneous mix of systems combining new and retrofitted devices. Strategies to protect connected industrial systems
need to address security at the component level. This approach to build the secure system from the ground up is the
only way to ensure that the endless permutations of legacy devices plus new hardware and software can be secured.
Hardware building blocks for secure devices

Security guides all development decisions
Selecting security-enabled hardware and firmware provides a good base upon which a smart factory device can be built.
Several leading suppliers offer a range of processors designed for the embedded market with security already built-in.
Use of these hardware components in the design of a smart factory system can bolster the device security and improve
the performance of software-dependent security functions. For example, some cryptography and encryptions solutions
can tie in directly to the processor. In many cases, some fine-tuning is required to guarantee the optimal integration with
COTS software, especially since most factory environments will present a unique combination of potential hardware
architecture and OS combinations. Many OEMs find this process difficult and are often best served by contracting with
outside consulting or engineering services.
Use of a time-tested and hardened OS adds another layer of security to the design of smart factory systems. Several
long-standing commercial RTOS suppliers offer systems that are focused on security. Often these platforms have gone
through rigorous testing processes, such as Common Criteria Evaluated Assurance Levels (CC EAL) that formally prove
an OS as secure. The extensive industry experience of the OS vendors focused on these areas usually allows them to
offer additional development tools and services. If the processor capabilities allow it, adding a hypervisor can provide
further security assurance and flexibility.
The isolation created by virtualization allows engineering teams to design systems that can use a potentially less secure
OS by keeping it partitioned from critical services on the same device. This helps reduce the attack surface and limit the
potential spread of damage from any exploited vulnerability. The additional design flexibility enabled by virtualization is
particularly valuable in the industrial environment, which often combines a diverse range of complex hardware and a
need to minimize power consumption.

Enforce protections on communications and data storage
An inclusive security blueprint for connected embedded systems in a smart factory environment must also consider how
the devices will be used. Two primary goals for deploying an IoT system are to enable real-time communication with
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deployed sensors and devices and also to benefit from the data these devices generate. Protecting the communication
paths and stored data should therefore be considered critical parts of any comprehensive security strategy. Unfortunately,
the growing volume of connected end points greatly increases the attack surface of IoT systems. In the connected
factory, attacks that bring down networks or take control of devices have real safety ramifications. To prevent these
risks, secure communications plans should include controlling access, managing permissions, and protecting data in
motion. The volume and value of data generated by IoT systems seems to grow exponentially. Approaches to securing
data storage must extend beyond encrypting the data. Unauthorized access device data should be prevented, such
as through using firewalls and authentication measures. Likewise, enforcing secure boot procedures can make sure
patches and other software updates are allowed while ensuring the firmware is not corrupted.

Applying security practices at the component level
Securing the smart factory takes more than assembling manufacturing systems from security-enhanced parts. To
prevent or limit exposure to malware and actors with malicious intent, security practices also need to be consistently
applied across the entire system. These steps should be taken at the component level to protect all access points and
to minimize the spread of damage when a vulnerability is exploited.
These include:
Authentication – to prevent unauthorized devices or people from accessing the component or system
Authorization – to ensure access to sensitive data and resources of value is given only to systems or
users with the right permissions
Data encryption – to prevent data in transfer from being readable to unauthorized users/systems (i.e. to
those without the encryption key)
Malware detection/prevention – to block viruses, spyware, worms, ransomware, and other malware from
gaining access to system resources and to rapidly find those that get through initial defenses
Intrusion testing (aka penetration or pen test) – to verify the robustness and completeness of the existing
security defenses by simulating an attack

Considering software security across the development lifecycle
Exhibit 7: Designing In Security
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Security must be a focus at every software development phase, not just bolted on at the end. Keeping potential
vulnerabilities top of mind in the early lifecycle stages spurs the use of code and system designs that limit the attack
surface, reducing the availability of vectors to attack. The consideration of security needs during planning stages also
helps ensure best practices such as full bidirectional traceability for any code changes are implemented. Adopting more
modular software architectures helps manage this traceability and enables the partitioning of safety-critical application
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tasks to specific process cores or OS instances. Adhering to coding standards helps ensure software development
follows best practices and avoids many common code vulnerabilities.
The focus on security through all stages of software development also encourages more testing—that starts sooner,
is applied more frequently and uses a range of test tool types for fuller coverage. Antivirus software, firewalls, and
intrusion-protection tools are important for helping secure deployed software. Dynamic test tools, such as model-based,
functional, system, unit and structural coverage analysis can find run-time defects and help manage code check-in and
integration during the build. Fuzz testing plays an important role in securing systems by finding loopholes and other
coding errors that can contribute to a crash. Using a quality static analysis test tool is a valuable resource for discovering
many common faults and vulnerabilities such as resource leaks and buffer overflows. Static analysis can also be an
effective means to evaluate standards compliance, analyze complexity, and ensure coding consistency. Binary analysis
tools can be used to help manage the quality of code from third parties when the source code is not available.
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Recommendations
Make smart factories “secure by design”
The IoT is driving unprecedented rates of change across the embedded ecosystem. Industry 4.0 initiatives are bringing
this upheaval to the industrial automation market as OEMs race to build connected cyber-physical manufacturing systems
and assemble smart factories. Many OEMs and their industrial customers want to adapt their products and processes
to stay on the leading edge but are wary of potential security problems. Smart factory technological requirements are
amplifying long-standing challenges around system complexity and introducing new security threats related to widespread connectivity.
Secure systems start with taking the right actions and selecting the right components. Engineering teams in the IAC
market need to reevaluate their processes and purchasing choices in order to safeguard the new systems now under
development. Not enough is being done to address security issues, and the inertia of old ways needs to be overcome to
ensure the success of smart factory initiatives. Applying a patch at the end of development or adding an element on top
of the system architecture will not be effective strategies to mitigate vulnerabilities. Security must be designed-in from
the beginning and should guide the selection of components at all system levels.
To successfully protect smart factories, several proactive strategies can be applied:

1. Aim for a system-wide vision, but focus on lower-level actions.
Designing secure smart factories requires that development teams consider how to protect the entire connected
manufacturing system. The increased complexity of the code bases for connected devices raises the probability that
software errors go undetected and that these errors could lead to cyber vulnerabilities. The defense is only as strong as
its most vulnerable link, so a system-wide strategy is necessary.
But the factory environment typically includes a wide range of specialized hardware and software elements of varying
capabilities and versions. To secure the endless number of potential configurations while providing the modularity and reconfigurability needed for the Industry 4.0 vision, steps to secure smart factory systems must focus on the lower levels.
Cyber-physical systems should be assembled from the bottom up with secure hardware and software components.
Furthermore, security practices such as authentication, authorization, data encryption, and malware detection/prevention
must be applied at the component level to guard against all potential points of attack.

2. Consistently apply a thorough testing regimen.
Establish a comprehensive testing plan that covers the entire design process and includes using multiple tool types
to maximize protection. Testing should start early and be repeatedly applied throughout the full development lifecycle.
Combining different types of automated test tools can help address security concerns, improve the efficiency of coding
and integration, and manage software supply chains.
Examples of automated test tool types that should be used in combination to help design secure systems for Industry
4.0 include:
Use static analysis to find potential vulnerabilities and to test for adherence to standards that reinforce
secure coding practices.
If using third-party software where the source code is not available, apply binary static analysis testing to
search for vulnerabilities.
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Assess code base resiliency and discover coding error by using fuzz testing to simulate conditions that
could lead to a crash.
Use penetration testing (pen test) to replicate attacks on communications points.
Search for run-time defects by using dynamic testing tools.
A testing regimen that includes a range of testing tool types provides greater assurance that vulnerabilities are discovered
and fixed. But it is essential they are operated correctly and the results are accurately interpreted. Engineering teams
must have the expertise or be provided training to understand what needs to be shielded and which types of tools can
best protect against which threat types. Equally important is that teams understand which types of vulnerabilities are not
addressed to avoid a false sense of protection.

3. Improve engineering teams’ skill sets.
Apply the Agile principle of continuous improvement to advance the skill sets of the engineering teams. Many embedded
engineering teams have limited expertise developing, testing, and operating systems with ubiquitous connectivity and
have limited expertise dealing with the resulting security risks. Maximize the return on tooling investment by providing
the training to ensure the tools are used comprehensively, correctly, and consistently. Improving the engineers’
understanding of how purpose-built system components and automated test tools can address security issues helps
develop stronger buy-in that increases the likelihood of their use.
If the engineering organization lacks the necessary internal expertise to make sure embedded devices and IT assets
to which the systems may now be connected, consider importing the knowledge. Effective options for introducing
the expertise include: creating a specialized security testing team or establishing a Chief Information Security Officer
(CISO) role to lead the creation and management of a security vision for the organization.
Growing awareness in the importance of embedded system security and the significant investments in smart factory
projects now provides the opportunity for the level of security prevention and mitigation actions to rise. The success of
the Industry 4.0 vision depends on OEMs taking the necessary steps to ensure that smart factories are made secure
by design.
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